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boracay

a dramatic showstopper thousands of years in the making.
Boracay occasional tables are meticulously crafted by Filipino artisans from rare century marble, grey marble, or petrified wood veneers. These highly valued 
materials develop unique patterns and natural coloring over centuries in remote regions of the volcanic Philippine archipelago. Our artisans select each piece 
by hand, shape and polish every tile, and place them, one-by-one into our mosaic tabletops. Completed surfaces are lacquered for added protection and 
paired with complementing metal bases to bring true natural wonder to your space.

product details
 u Century Marble tabletops are crafted using century marble veneers. Highly 

valued for its contrasting, golden mineral streaks and veins, this ivory-
colored marble is the result of an uncommon geological occurrence, in which 
tremendous pressure fractures the rock, allowing other minerals to fill the 
resulting voids.

 u Petrified Wood tabletops are crafted using petrified wood veneers cut from 
lengths of fossilized trees, which were buried under layers of mud and ash for 
untold years. Each stone slice boasts shades of brown and black accentuated 
by the wood’s natural grain.

 u Grey Marble tabletops are crafted using grey marble veneers. Featuring natural 
variances in color, shape, pattern, and texture with unpredictable veining and 
mineral streaks that add character and one-of-a-kind history to each piece.

 u Hand-picked materials are sustainably sourced in compliance with Philippine 
Environmental Regulations.

 u Tabletops are hand-finished, buffed, and polished to accentuate the materials’ 
natural colors, patterns, and textures.

 u Metal table bases are finished, buffed, and polished by hand to accentuate the 
accompanying tabletops.

 u This collection is artisan-crafted from natural materials with hand-applied 
finishes. Individual pieces may vary in color, pattern, shape, and texture, making 
each truly unique.

 u Stone pieces may display natural mineral deposits, swirling, joint lines, veining, 
or other features that will add character to your piece without affecting its quality 
or performance.

 u Keep your furniture looking its best. Visit arhaus.com or speak to any Arhaus 
Design Consultant for care recommendations

42” Coffee Table 
42” diameter x 19” h 
Century Marble 35BORA42COF 
Petrified Wood 35BORNA42COF 
Grey Marble 35BORA42GRCF

36” Coffee Table 
36” diameter x 19” h 
Century Marble 35BORA36COF 
Petrified Wood 35BORNA36COF 
Grey Marble 35BORA36GRCF

Console Table 
60” w x 15” d x 31” h 
Century Marble 35BORACON 
Petrified Wood 35BORANACON Grey 
Marble 35BORAGRCON

Rectangle Coffee Table
48” w x 32” d x 19” h
Century Marble  35BORA48COF 
Petrified Wood 35BORNA48COF 
Grey Marble 35BORA48GRCF
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22” End Table 
24” w x 20” d x 22.5” h 
Grey Marble 35BORGRCTBL 
Century Marble 35BORACTBL 
Petrified Wood 35BORNACTBL 

End Table 
24” diameter x 24” h 
Century Marble 35BORAEND 
Petrified Wood 35BORNAEND 
Grey Marble 35BORAGREND


